ABSTRACT Some roles of simplification of area feature boundary and the method of acquiring spatial knowledge, such as maintaining area and shape of area feature, are discussed. This paper focuses on the progressive method of graphic simplification of area feature boundary with right angles based on its characteristics.
When the scale of map becomes smaller or the precision of map reduces, the area feature boundary will change with three modes: from area to area, from area to point, and from area to line. Sometimes it also changes with a combined mode of that from area to area and line. There are many existent methods of boundary simplification. However, as boundary with right angles is a special cartographic object, besides general rules, there must be special methods for its boundary simplification in order to better represent the geographic spatial information in the abstract. In this paper, a method of acquiring spatial knowledge in rules for the area feature boundary generalization is discussed, and a progressive method for the simplification of area feature boundary with right angles is presented.
Acquiring spatial knowledge in generalization rules
As line feature graphic simplification, the area feature boundary simplification can generally be achieved through operators of line simplification di- features. Therefore, spatial knowledge, being elements in the set, must be discussed.
Maintaining area of area feature
In the line feature simplification, the main task is to delete small bends. However, the rule of main- delete it according to different features.
Maintaining shape of area feature
A closed curve includes a spatial knowledge on shapes. The shape is also important in the simplification of line feature. These characteristics can be obviously used to simplify the area boundary. And because of its specific property, some relevant spatial knowledge for area shape should be added.
1) Establishing the series of characteristic points
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As mentioned above, the bends on the area boundary can be segmented into concave or convex ones, and the convex hull can be achieved by delet- 2) Constructing MBR, e. g. , rectangle ABCD in mode l(c).
3) Calculating the area P of the house. If the area
